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Thanks to C.M. Lerici, for the whole month of September I had the opportunity to work at EMS 
(Elektronmusikstudion)  in Stockholm. This studio is well known for having some of the most 
incredible synthesizers in the world, besides hosting some of the most important experimental 
artists of the last three decades. 


My aim in this residency was to learn and investigate the Buchla 200, an incredibile modular 
system produced in 1973 that is still somewhat atypical in terms of its engineering and functions. 
This goes without saying, it is also a very rare machine.

It is part of the wider family of “modular synthesizers”, among the first instruments to define the 
electronic music sound of our age.

Technically they are based on Oscillators that produce electric signals (sound waves) that can be 
modulated and filtered in time to obtain moving electronic sounds. These early prototypes are 
“open systems”, it means they have an open circuit that can be patched in different ways, 
exchanging electric signals between its modules.

This gives users the freedom to literally create and explore many (close to infinite) different sound 
architectures within the same system.




A brief introduction to Don Buchla:


Donald Buchla (April 17, 1937 – September 14, 2016) was an American pioneer in the field 
of sound synthesis. Buchla popularized the "West Coast" style of synthesis. He was the co-
inventor of the voltage controlled modular synthesizer alongside Robert Moog, founder of the 
highly iconic namesake synthesizer brand.
Buchla Electronic Musical Instruments (BEMI) was a manufacturer of synthesizers and 
unique MIDI controllers. The origins of the company could be found in Buchla & Associates, 
created in 1963 by Don Buchla in Berkeley, California.
The Buchla 200 series was introduced for the first time in 1970 and represented a significant 
advance in technology. Almost every parameter could be controlled from an external control 
voltage, including signals coming from outside the machine (e.g. a computer or a MIDI device).
This is one of the features that still makes this machine interesting and innovative after 50 years.

A brief introduction to the equipment and the studios.

Elektronmusikstudion, EMS, has 7 studios with the following setups:
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Studio 1: ProTools 12 HDX and a 14.1 Genelec sound system, arranged in a 9-channel array at 
listening level 
and a 5-channel array in the ceiling plus a subwoofer.


Studio 2: ProTools 12 HDX and a 14.1 Genelec sound system, arranged in a 9-channel array at 
listening level 
and a 5-channel array in the ceiling plus a subwoofer. 


Studio 3: ProTools 12 HDX, Audient ASP008 preamp, a small Buchla 100 system and 2-channel 
Ino Audio sound system 
as well as a pair of Genelec 8341 near-field monitors. Studio 3 also houses a mobile rack 
containing an assortment of hardware synthesizers 
and effect units, among which you’ll find two Yamaha TX81Z, a Nord Modular, a Nord Rack 3 and 
a Lexicon PCM80.


Studio 4: ProTools 12 HDX and 4/8-channel Ino Audio sound system, with two main speakers and 
six small surround speakers. 
This system can also be used as an 8-channel system, though calibrated as a 4-channel. Two 
Genelec 8341 near-field monitors 
are installed in the studio. Studio 4 is home to our Buchla 200 modular synthesizer, which can 
interface with the studio 
computer/other devices through a Buchla 225e MIDI/USB Decoder Module. Studio 4 is also 
equipped with an Audient ASP008 preamp.


Studio 5: Recording room shared between studios 1 and 4. The recording room has eight outputs 
to Studio 1 and four outputs to Studio 4.


Studio 6: ProTools 12, Avid Omni interface and 2-channel Ino Audio sound system. Studio 6 is 
home to our Serge modular synthesizer 
which can be interfaced with from the studio computer through a Kenton Pro 2000 mk II MIDI-CV-
interface. 
A pair of Genelec 8341 near-field monitors are also installed in Studio 6. 


Studio 7: Pro Tools 12 and Final Cut X, RME Fireface sound card and a pair of Genelec 8341 
speakers.




My work at EMS:

During my first week at EMS I was feeling overwhelmed by the many possibilities offered by the 
studios, so I decided to analytically start studying the Buchla systm itself. I started with an early 
edition of the synthesizer that the Studio 3 offers, The Buchla 100.



This unique version of Buchla was originally commissioned by Morton Subotnick and Ramon 
Sender and funded by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation. In terms of features we could say 
that, compared to the second version, it is more primitive and raw. This one has limited possibilities 
in terms of interactions between modules and within the modules themselves. 
It also offers no external nor midi control. 

Selected recordings:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8xkx18cs48v6ktl/AAABXCKZNRUFHGPEpOOe0uNsa?dl=0

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8xkx18cs48v6ktl/AAABXCKZNRUFHGPEpOOe0uNsa?dl=0


During my second week I decided to finally move on and approach the bigger Buchla, the 200 
Series.
This one, compared to the first edition, has many more features and can be also controlled by 
external devices, like computers and MIDI converters.
First of all I had to understand and learn all the functions of the 30 modules that compose the 
system, which took me a few days. Once I understood the architecture of this incredibile sound 
machine and some of it’s possible configurations I started experimenting with it, creating 
soundscapes and textures. 
I got inspirations from musician that in the past used the same machine to craft incredibile sounds 
and compositions like Karlheinz Stockhausen, Charles Cohen and Coil, being particularly 
interested in the way in which Coil arranged it alongside human voices, acoustic and 
electroacoustic sounds, making interactions between them. 

Some recordings:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8xkx18cs48v6ktl/AAABXCKZNRUFHGPEpOOe0uNsa?dl=0

I kept on working with it in different ways, sending external signals to it but also controlling it 
through its own internal modules. I quickly understood that you can spend an entire life studying 
this amazing system and investigating it in so many different ways. So I started with a study on the 
drone and the oscillator.
Being very interested in the work of John Cale and La Monte Young, in particular their microtonal 
compositions and researches, I decided to work in a similar way, creating soundscapes based on a 
single note that microtonally moves in time.
I tuned the oscillators with A at 432Hz.
The recordings you will hear are just some little selected cuts, the amount of recordings that I have 
done with Buchla will be edited and refined and used in my upcoming compositions and live 
shows.

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8xkx18cs48v6ktl/AAABXCKZNRUFHGPEpOOe0uNsa?dl=0


The last week at EMS, I invited Leonardo Rubboli (musician, artist and researcher from the music 
center Tempo Reale in Florence, IT), to join me as an assistant. We had the opportunity to work on 
the electroacoustic field recording piano, voices and acoustic instruments, always alongside 
synthesizers.

Preparing the piano of the most interesting and exciting experiences of the whole residency.
When I came to EMS I immediately saw a broken piano in one of the corridors. I immediately 
noticed that the keyboard was missing but the strings and the body where totally playable and it 
was just waiting for someone to prepare it and play with it. 
Thanks to the crew and the technicians at EMS that provided us with very good microphones and 
excellent equipment to experiment with, we managed to make some incredible recordings with it.

Prepared Piano: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2q3acf1k5w3o57a/AADwTffib0l1tYYzGaCIDRTPa?
dl=0
Vocal Session: https://www.dropbox.com/sh/12qies4wjfz06m1/AAAw0ds1RQzAVOi0sT1VIB1Oa?
dl=0
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All the material I have recorded will be used to make my next album on the experimental music 
label PAN https://p-a-n.org/releases/. And will be part of music for long time. 

Complete collection of selected cuts entirely made at EMS:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/knbfivg0pbmq3nd/AAAg5M2k9bl-z9jTX7LULixxa?dl=0
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